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ABOUT SUCCESS UNCENSORED® COACHING

Dr. Joy is a Success Maximizer, Motivational Teacher, and CEO of Success Uncensored®
Coaching, offering a safe space for leaders, athletes, and influencers to maximize their
greatest potential, perform at their optimal level, and unlock success now! She is the CEO of
Success Uncensored Coaching as well as a transformational speaker, wife and mother, who
channels her infectious energy and drive for life into inspiring others to be intentional about
cultivating strategic goals and increasing your emotional intelligence, cultural competency
skills, and mental health awareness.
She is a TED TALK speaker and known for her dynamic ENERGY with highly engaging
diversity and inclusion, leadership, and team building workshops. She uses her diverse
counseling skill-set and leadership skills as a coach, consultant and speaker for national
conferences with the FACEBOOK, YWCA, Regions Bank, Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc., and
Lockheed Martin. Dr. Joy is an expert Life Coach on news segments for FOX News 35, WESH
2 News, and OWN, with renowned Coach, Iyanla Vanzant. Dr. Joy shares success strategies
through transparent and powerful talks and tools, giving you Success Uncensored®. From
Facebook to the NFLPA, to the Miami Police Department, to The University of Central Florida
as a Success Skills professor, Success Uncensored® Coaching produces change! Dr. Joy is
committed to closing the achievement gap for African American males and is an advocate for
eliminating racism and empowering women.
Dr. Joy is a board member for The Orlando Sports Commission, and is a three-time author
with her hit releases “Fabulous & Faithful,” “100 Ways to Stay Married,” and with her latest
release, "Success Uncensored; A High Achiever’s Guide to Define Success on Your Own
Terms." Her work is admired and sought after with publications in FORBES, Madame Noire,
The Medium, Thrive Global, The Voyager Atlanta, and more!
Partner with Success Uncensored® Coaching today for all of your coaching and consulting
needs!
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